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Ahatract. A A-language over a simple type structure is considered. Type =(O+O)+ 
(( 0 + 0) + (0 + 0)) is called a binary word type because of the isc- morphism between words 
over a binary alphabet and closed terms of this type. Therefore, any term of type B-, 
(B-, . ..+(B_.B)~.* ) represents an n-ary word function. The problem is: what class of word 
func&ire a:e represented by the closed terms of the examined type. It is proved that there exists 
a finite base of word functions such that any A-definable word function is some composition of 
functions from the base. The algorithm which, for every closed term, returns the function in the 
form of a composition of basic operations is given. The main result is proved for a binary alphabet 
only, but can be easily extended to any finite alphabet. This result is a natural extension of the 
Schwichtenberg theorem (see Schwichtenberg (1975) and Statman (1979)) which solves the same 
problem for the natural number type N = (0 +.O) + (0 + 0). 
Notations 
We denote by N the set of nonnegative integers. The interval { 1,2, . . . , n} is 
denoted by [n] and the interval (0, 1, . . . , n} by [n3. C is a binary alphabet (a, b}. 
By C* we mean the set of all words over 2. The e PY word is denoted by fi. We 
will use the following notation: if n E N, then by (n) we mean the word a. . . a with 
n occurrences of the letter a (with (0) = A). By c(n, w) we denote the n-ary function 
(2”)” + 2” which maps onto the word w constantly. If w is a word, then \w] is 
the number of letters in w (with [AJ = 0). We have l(n)] = n for any number n E N. 
our language is based on the Church’s [I3] simple theory of types. e set of 
types is introduced as follows; 0 is a type and if T and p are types, then T+ p is 
a type. We will. use the following notation; if a,, . . . , T,, 7 are ty 
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71,. . .I, r,+T we understand thetype r,+(~+ -0+(r”-+r)-9). By T”+P we 
mean the type 7,. . . , T+ p with n occurtences of T (with 7’ + EL = p). Therefore, 
every type T has a form ?i, . . . 9 7, + 0. The ty q is called the component of 7 
and is denoted by ~[i]. By r[ i,, . . . , ik] we me +,I.. . [id For any type T we 
&fine numbers arg( T) and rank(?) as f9lows: arg( 0) = rank( 0) = 0 and if r = 
411 9**., 7[n]+O, then arg(r)=w and rank(+maxi=,_.,, (rank(?[i]))+l. For 
any type T a. denumerable set of variables V( 7) is given. A set of terms is a minimal 
set containing variables and which is closed for application and abstraction rules; 
i.e., if T is a term of type T + p and S is a term of type 75 then TS is a term of type 
F; and if x is variable of type 7 and T is a term of type p, then AX T is a term of 
type 7 + F. If T is a tetm of type T, we write T E r. We shall use the not&ion 
hXEX2.. x,. T for term Ax, . (Ax* . . . (Ax,. T) . . .) and T&S2 . . . Sn for 
(...((TS,)S,)... S,). If T is a term and x is a variable of the same type as a term 
S, then T[x/S] denotes the term obtained by substitution of the term S for each 
free occurrence of x in T 
The axioms of equality between terms have the form of cy, p, and v conversions 
(see [ 1,3]) and the convertible terms will be written as T =p,, S. All terms are 
considered modulo (Y, & and q conversions. By Cl(r) we mean the set of all closed 
(without free variables) terms of type r. If Y is a set of variables, then Cl( r, Y) is 
the set of all terms of type r with only free variables from Y Obviously, Cl( T, 0) = 
Cl( 7) and C1(r90) C_ Cl(r, Y). Term T is in long normal form iff T = 
AX I... XnayT, l l l Tk, where y is an Xi for i E [n] or y is a free variable, and Tj, for 
each j E [k], is in long normal form and yT, . . . Tk is a term of type 0. It is easy to 
prove that long normal forms exist and are unique for pv conversions (compare 
[lo] or Q-normal form in [2]). Let us introduce a complexity measure 7r for closed 
terms. If T is a closed term written in normal form and T = Ax, . . . Xnexi, then 
ri T! = 0. If T Axi l l . Xn.XiT, . . . Tk, then W( T) = maxj= ,, . . _ , k(7F( AX, . . . x,,. 7‘j)) + 1. 
FM a closed term S, n(S) is defined as 7c( T) for T in long normal form such that 
s=,, T 
Let NT be a finite or denumerable set of variables (the elements of NT correspond 
to nonterminal elements in the classical grammars). A production is a pair ( y, T) 
also denoted by y=+ T, where variable y E NT, y and T have the common type T, 
and T E Cl( r, NT). A grammar is a finite or denumerable set of productions. The 
relation of the indirect production + in the grammar G is defined by induction as 
follows: 
ify*TE G, then y-) Tholds; ify-+Tandz+SholC,theny+R, 
stitution of at most one free occurrence 
t of all closed terms which are generated from 
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y by grammar G; i.e., if y E V, then L(G, y) = ( T E cl(~) 1 y + T}. It is easy to notice 
that if v + T and z + S hold, then y + ‘Q/S] holds. Let us assume that y+ T is a 
production and yl,. . . , ,v, are all free occurrences of nonterminal variables in the 
term T Let y E 7, yt E q , . . . $ y* E 7,. We say that this production determines a 
function cy : Cl(q) x: Cl( 72) x 0 l . x Cl( 7,) + cl(~) defined by 
a(T, 9**** T,,) = T[y,/ T,, . . . sR/ Tn] for every closed term Ti E Cl(q), 
. . . , T, E Cl(7,). 
If there are no nonterminal variables in the term T, then the production y+T 
determines a 0-ary function (conskant) T which belongs to Cl( 7). 
We will use the lower case Creek letters cy, p, ‘y, S for the names of such functions. 
Let us define a grammar G(T) for a given type T. The construction of this grammar 
is analogous with the construction of the Huet matching-tree for the unification 
problem (see [4, Chapter 3.4, p. 371 with simplification for the /3q h-calculus in 
Chapter 4.5, p. 51). Let y be a nonterminal variable of type 7. For the type 0, 
grammar G(0) is y+y. If Y= r[I], . . . , r[n] + 0, then the grammar contains all 
productions which are of the form: 
(i) y*AX, . . . Xn.Xi if arg( 7[ i] j = 0, 
(ii) Y*Ax~ . . . X”aXiT, . . . Tk ifarg(+])=k>O, 
where q E r[ i, j] forj s L are as follows: 
(iil) q=yx,...x, ifI arg( 7[ i, j]) = 0, 
(ii2) ?J = Aq . . . +y’x, . . . x,2, . . . zP iff arg( T[ i, j]) = p > 0, 
where y’ is a new nonterminal variable of type r[ 11,. . . , r[n] + T[ i, j] and 
z, E T[i, j, s] for sSp. 
This construction is repeated for all new nonterminal variables introduced in this 
step. 
Example 2.1. Let r be a following type (( 0,O + 0) + 0) + (0 + 0). Let, as con- 
sidered, the following grammar be over NT= {y}. Types of auxiliary variables are 
thefollowingp~(0,0-+0)+Oandx,v9z~O: 
(1): y*hpx.x, (2): y* hpx.p(hvz.ypx), 
(3): y=$Apx.p(Avz.ypv), (4): y=+ Apx.p(Avz.ypz). 
Let cy, p, y, S be the functions determined by these productions respec 
closed term of type r 
can be obtained by means of productions (2), (3), (2), (1). This close 
presented as /!l Q y 0 /3 0 cv. iS 
terms of type r (cf. 1121). 
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. FG~ euery type 7 the grammar G( 7) generates all closed terms qf type T. 
y induction on the complexity measure: Let T be a closed term of type r. 
If T is a projection written in normal form, then T can bc obtained by means of 
production (i). Let T = AX, . _ . Xn.XiT, . . . T:, whern arg(r[ i]) = k and q E 
CiiT[i, j], (x, , . . . , x,)) for j s k Let 5$ be the term Ax, . . . x,,. q for j G k Every term 
?$ belongs to Cl(?[l], 1 . . , T[ n] + 716 j]) for j s k The complexity measure n( Sj) is 
less than n(T) for every j s k SO, from the inductive assumption, every term Sj can 
be obtained by this grammar from the following nonterminal variables: 
ifr[i,j]=O,theny+Sj (case (iii)), 
if~[i,j]=~[i,j,t]9...,$,j,p]+~,theny’+Sj (case(ii2)). 
Let Q! be the function determined by production (ii). Therefore, the term T can be 
obtained by means of production (ii) from the terms S, ). . . , Sk and the condiiion 
a(S1 q--; = T holds. ,...,. •I 
Lemma 2.3. FOP every type r such that rank(T) s 2 there is a jnite grammar which 
generates all closed terms of type x 
Proof. Let 7 = ?[I], 7121,. . , ~[n] -+ !I. We will prove that the grammar G(r) is 
finite and according to Theorem 2.2 produces all closed term of type r. ‘The grammar 
contains all productions which are of the form: 
y*hx,. . . x,.x* if arg( +r[ i]) = 0, 
Jf*hX, m l l XppXiT, . l s Tk if arg( T[i]) = k > 0, where 
Tj=yxl...x,for j<k. 
Grammars described here can produce any free structure. U 
Tlheoren 2.4 (Zaionc [ 12j). For eoery type T such that rank(r) G 3 and arg( ?[ i]) s 1 
for every i s arg( T), there is a finite grammar which generates a21 closed terms of this 
type (compare the notion of regular grammar introduced in 1121). 
An illustration of this case is presented in Example 2.1. 
For a given type T the set FUN(s) is defined as UzI Cl( # + r). ‘Two terms R 
and T from the set Cl( 7i -+ T) are strongly equivalent, I? = T, if, for every closed 
term S,,.**,SiECl F is a subset of FUN(?), then 
bY (F) we bers of F; i.e., App( F) is 
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a minimal subset of FUN(T) containi projections Ax, . 
Xj E T for j E in], and containing all functions 5 cm 
form Ax, . . . x,,. T where Xi E T and 7% cl(~) and closed for CO 
is, if T E App( F) such that T E CW -+ T) and if S, , . . . 9 S,, E App( i=) such 
that Si E Cl( Tk’ -) 7) for iE[?2] and a,ER.I, then term 
Ax I... X”. T( SIXjl,, l l l Xjl k ) l a l (Saj,,, l l l Xj,,kn) belongs tO 
such that p E [n] and 4 i I&,]. 
p(F) for every&, E InI 
The set FUN(T) is finitely generated iff there is a finite set .k (7) such 
that, for every 7% FUN(T), there is an S E &~p( F) such that 7’s S. 
Theorem 3.1 (Schwichtenberg [S] and Statrnan [9]). Set FUN( 
ated where N = (0 + 0) -+ (O-, 0). The set of closed terms of type 
numerals) can be naturally interpreted asnumbers; the set of generators consists of 
terms which represents addition, multiplication, sq and sq (see [5, p. 2231). ?herefore, 
the set FUN(N) represents the extended polynomials. 
Theoren~ 3.2 (cf. Statman [ 11, p. 241). Set FUN, where r,, is the type 0” + 0, is 
finitely generated for every n E IV. 
Proof. From the functional completeness of n-valued propositional logic (cf., for 
example, [6] or 173) and from the fact that .there are exaXztlv n closed terms of type 
T,, the above theorem easily fellows; Let the number i E [ :I] be represenkd by the 
ith pr@ection in the following way: i = Ax, . . . x~x,. The “xn~ TE Cl( ok, + r) rep- 
resents the function f: [ nlk + [n] if, for all n1,*-0, ni E InI9 
Tni...ni=~Vf(n,,..., ni). By induction on k we will prove that every function -- 
f Tnlk y[ n] is represented. 
For k=l, the term ACX, ~..Xn~CX~(,,...3c/(,) represents the function f: [n] + in]. 
Now, suppose any k-ary function is represented. Let f be a (4 + I)-ary function. 
BYfl,=*=fn we denote the k-ary functions which are defined by 
f( j X1,..., Xk) =f (XI 3 l l ’ , xkd! for PC bl. 
So there exist terms TI,. . . , T, E Cl@: -, T) which represent f,, . . . 9 fn 
respectively. Therefore, function f is represented by the term 
AC, l -eC&+lXl  *mXppCk+*(T~CI . ..C&Xb l amXn)eem(T,Cl .*a C/&l  e*Xn)b 
For every n 2 2, n-valued propositional logic is functionally complete, i.e., there 
is a finite number of functions which generate any function. The set of representatives 
of those functions form the base for FUN( 7,). For n = 1, the possible set of generators 
for FUN( a,) is Aux.x E Cl( TV + T*)~ For FUN( TV), the set of generators is empty. Cl 
xampie 3.3. FUN( 0, 0 + 0) is finitely possible set of generators is 
APqxy.d Pux)(PYY) ad APXY-PYX (P, q E and x, ye 0) if term Axy.x 
represent falsity and A.xy.y truth. The first term represents implieatio 
second negation in classical 2-valued pro 
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In this section the set of word functions (Z*)” + C* for n 2 1 is investigated. Let 
distinguish the following functions recursively definable in anna manner 1141. 
e function app : (C ) * * + C is the usual concatenation inductively defined by 
app(L Y) = Y- ~PP(Q x, Y) = Q app(x, Y), aPPW,Y) = b app(x, Y)- 
The function sub : (C *)’ + 2 is called ‘substitution’. The word sub(x, y, z) is obtained 
from x by substituting for all occurrences of the letter a the word y and for all 
occurrences of the letter b the word z. The definition is as follows: 
sub& y, z) = A, sub@ x, Y, z) = app(Y, sub@, Y, z)), 
sub@ x, y, z) = app(z, sub(x, y, 4). 
The functions cut, and cutb extract maximal prefixes of the form a. . . a and b. . . b 
respectively and are defined by 
cut*(A) = A, cut&J x) = app(a, cut,(x)), cut,(bx) = A, 
cut&l) = A, cutb(a x) = A, 
cutb( b x) = app( b, cu&,(x)). 
The functions sq, sq : 2” + C* are emptiness and nonemptiness tests: 
sq(N=(O), sq(ax)=(l), sq(bx)=(l), 
sq@)=(l), $ax)=(O), $bx)=(O). 
The functions occ,, occb : c* -+ z check if the letter a or b respectively occur in a 
given word x and are defined by 
occ,(A) = (0), occ,(a x) = (I), occ,(bx) = occ,(x), 
O%(A) = to), occb( a x) = occb( x), OCCb(bX)=(l). 
The functions beg,, beg, : 2” + C* which check if a given word begins with a or b 
respectively can be defined as 
beg, = sq 0 cut,, begb = Sq 0 CUtb. 
Let us now define the set Adef as a minimal set of word functions containing 
app, sub, Cut,, CUtb, Sq, i& OCC,, OCCb, all projections, and all constant functions 
which are closed for compositions. By Adef( n) we denote a subset of hdef which 
consists of all n-at-y functions from A def. The set TEST is a subset of Adef( 1) 
containing sq, Sq, beg,, Sq 0 beg,, begb, Sq 0 begb, occ,, Sqo occ,, occb, Go occb. 
f n, REM, then by (n)@(m) and (n)@(m) we understand the words app((n), 
sub(( et us assume that xi E C* for i E N. The 
1 Xi is 
1 k+l 
Xi=Xl, Xi = 
i i 
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Forall n, m, n,,..., n& E IN the following equalities ho 
(n)O(m)=(n+m), (n)@(m) = MO, 
i 
The class P( n, k) for n, k 2 1 of n-ary functions (Z*)” + {(0), (I), . . . , (k - 1)) is 
defined as a minimal class which contains all constant functions c(n, (j)) for 
j E [k - l] and is closed for the conditional choice rule; i.e., if p, q E P( n, k), i E [n] 
and f e TEST, then the function s defined below belongs to 
4x1 ,...,xn)= L P(X 19.•*9 Xd iff f(xi)=(l), 4(X,,--. , Xn) iff G(f txi)) = (1). 
A function obtained by the conditional choice rule can also be defined as 
S(XI,... xn)=f(xi)Op(X19*--9Xrt)O~(f(Xi))Oq(X*,..., X,). 
Lemma 4.1. P( n, k) c Adef( a). 
Proof. Inductively for the construction of p E P( n, k). For a constant function p it 
is obvious. If s is obtained from p, q by the conditional choice rule, then 
Therefore, s is a composition of basic functions and s e hdef( n). Cl 
Lemma 4.2. Ip‘p, q, r E P( n, k), then the function s de$ned below belongs to P( n, k). 
s(x*,...,xn)=‘ 
{ 
P(X 19***9 xn) i5 sq(r(xl,..=,x”))=w9 
9(x *,*..,xn) iff sq(r(x,9...9xn))=(l). 
Proof. By induction on the construction of the function r. If r is a constant function, 
then s = p or s = q. Let us assume that the function r is constructed by means of 
rl 9 r2 from P( n, k) and f from TEST. Therefore, r has a form 
Because of the inductive assumption we know that &e functions s, 9 s2 defined by 
%(x1 9 l l l 9 xn) = I P(X, 9-g4,) iff sq(rl(x19-.~,Xn))=(1), q(x19***9 xn) iff z( rl(xr , . . . 9 x,)) = (1); 
s2(x~,m-*,xn)= 
P(X 19rn’*9 xn) iff sq(r2bi ). . . 9 x,)) = l0, 
4(x 19rn**9 xn) iff Sq(r2(xl,...,xn))=(l) 
belong to P( n, k). It is straightforward to ve 
s(x1 ,...9x,)=f(~~)os,(x,,...9~")~ 
Then s belongs to P(rr, k); 67 
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3. Let s E P( n, k). 7he function s’ defined by s’(q) . . . , x,,) = (i A 1) if 
4x1 ,...,x,)=(i!(wherei -l=i-lfori>OandOfori=O) belongsto 
f. Inductively for the construction of s. It is easy to notice this fact in the case 
when s is constant. Let 
s(x*,... x,) =f(d69ph.. . 9 ~n)oZ(fim9q(x,, . l l , x,). 
Therefore, 
s’(x1 ,.o.~X,)=f(Xi)OP’(X*,*=*,Xn)Os9(f(Xi))0q’(X1,...,X,) 0 
presentability 
Type =(0+0)+((0-*0)+(0+0)) is called a binary word type because of 
the isomorphism between Cl(B) and C*. We define that a closed term of type B 
represents a word w E C* by induction in the following way; A is represented by 
the term Auvxx If w E C* is represented by the term WE Cl(B), then words aw 
and bw are represented by terms Auvx.u( Wuvx) and Auvx.v( Wuvx) respectively. 
This constitutes a l-1 correspondence b tween Cl(B) and C*. The term which 
represents he word w is denoted by w. If H is a closed term of type B” + B, then 
we call H a h-word theoretic function. The function h : (2”)” -) C* is represented 
by the term HECI(B”-,B) iff, for all x1 ,..., x,EZ”, H~...x,=h(x, ,..., x,). 
- The term which represents he function h is denoted by h. 
Let us define the following terms with c, d, e E B, u, v E (0 + 0), x, y E 0: 
I*yPP = Acduvx.cuv(duvx), SUB = Acdeuvx.c(Ay.duvy)(Ay.euvy)x, 
CUT= = Acuvx.cu(hy.x)x, CUTb = Acuvx.c(Ay.x)vx, 
SQ = Acuvx.c(Ay.ux )(Ay.ux)x, m = Acuvx.( Ay.x)( Ay.x)( ux), 
BEG, = Acuvx.c(Ay.ux)(Ay.x)x, BEGb = Acuvx.c(Ay.x)(Ay.ux)x, 
OCC, = Acuvx.c(Ay.ux j(Ay.y jx, UC& = Acuvx.c(Ay.y j(Ay.u)x. 
It is easy to verify that these terms represent the functions app, sub, cut=, cutb, sq, 
sq, beg,, begb, occ, and occb respectively. 
. Every function h E A def( n j is rqresen ted by some A-word theoretic function 
j and, for x1,...x,,E2*, 
h(x %h 
the following condition holds: &x, . . . x,, = 
I,**-, 
e represented. If a functio n + C* is represented 
are represented by 
nction (x, , . . . , xp) + 
the term 
erefore, all functions from Adef are 
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Let us define a type r(n, k) where n, k3 1 by + 0), Ok + 0. Let 
f be a function (Z*jn + C* and let p be a function (Z*jn + {(0), . . . 9 (k- 1)). 
say that the pair (A p) is represented bya term T E Cl( T( n, k)) if, for all wl, . . . , wn 3 
w E Z’* and for every i E [k - 11, the following condition holds: 
f( 4, . . . . wn)=w and p(~,,...,w,)=(i) 
iff FW* . . . Wn =ps AUVXk-1.. . XO*ljUVXi. 
This condition can also be written as 
Tw 1 l **W, "@qAUDXk--1 l --XO-(f(w*9*-*9 wnjjUVXLp(wl.....,,)J. 
For k = 1, the type r( n, k) is equal to Therefore, this definition of repre- 
sentability is a generalization of the previous one in the type 
Lemma 5.2. For every function p E P( n, k) there is a term T E Cl( r(n, k)) which 
represents the pair (c( n, A), p). 
Proof. Inductively for the construction of p. If p is a constant function such that 
p(w I,**=, w,)=(i) for every Wl,...,wnEZ* and ic[k-I], then the pair 
(c(n, A), p) is represented by the term hw, . . . wnuvXk,l. . . Xo.Xirn Let us assume that 
pairs (c( n, A), p) and (c( n, A), q) are represented byterms P, Q E C1( r( n, k)) respec- 
tively. Let i E [n] and f E TEST. The function f is represented byF E Cl( 
Lemma 5.1). Then the pair (c( n, A), s), where s is defined by the conditional choice 
rule 
s(x,,... x9 xnjzf(%)Op(~*, l l l 3 &)Osq(f(Xi))@q(X,, . . . , &j 
is represented by the term 
mma 5.3. Fot every p E P( n, k) there is a term P E Cl( r( n, I)) such that the pair 
( p, C( 1, A)) is represented by term I? 
Proof. Since function p belongs to A def( n) (see Lemma 4.1), p has a representation 
(see Lemma 5:C j. •1 
(sc.undness). For every pair ( w, p) such t atwEAdef(njan 
there is a term T E @I( T( n, k)) which represents ( w, p). 
. Let p’ be ti representative of the Ipa Aj,pj (see Lemm 
a representative of the function w in type (see Lemma 5.1). 
M. Zaronc 
is represented by the term 
AC 1 . . . c&t&-I . . . x().v;c, . . . c,uv( PC, . . . c,u?.&-~ . . . X(-J). 0 
core (completeness). Every closed term T E Cl( r( n, k)) represents some pair 
(w,p) where w~hdef(n) andpEP(n,k). 
Proof. First we will construct the grammar G( T( n, k)) which generates all close: 
terms of type T(n, k) (see Theorem 2.2) and then we will prove, by induction on 
the grammar construction of the term T, that T represents ome pair. Let r2 be fixed. 
By yk we understand the variable of type r(n, k). Let NT= { yk 1 k 3 I}. We build 
up the productions in accordance with Theorem 2.2. Such a grammar consists of a 
denumerable set of productions which can be assembled in the four production 
schemas. We will prove by induction that if T represents ome pair, then a new 
term obtained from T by some production also represents another pair. The grammar 
for type T(n, k) is as follows: 
Pk yk+hc,. . . cnut?xk-l.. . &u(y”c,. . . c,ut?xk_] . . . x0), 
Yk yk*hc, . . . c,Ut?&-1 . . . &.t)( ykc, .. . c,uv&-l . . . x0), 
a; yk=3hc, . . . c,,uvx~_, . . . X().Cj(AZeYk+'C1 l l l c,L(t&_1 . . . 
(hZ.yk+‘c, . . . c,,ut&-1 . . . x02)( ykc, . . . c,,ut&-1 . . . ?f()). 
c&s an element of Cl( T( n, k)). p k l 1s a function from Cl(r( n, k)) to Cl(T(n, k)), yk 
is a function from Cl( r( n, k)) to Cl(r( n, k)), and 6; is a function from Cl(r( n, k + 
1)) x Cl( T( n, k+ 1)) x Cl( T( n, k)) to Cl( 7( n, k)). Now we will show that every term 
from Cl( T( n, k)) represents some pair ( w, p)* Element iy r represents a pair 
(c(n, A), c( n, (i))). If the term T E Cl( r( n, k)) represents a pair (w, p), then pk( Tj 
and r”( T) represent pairs (app( a, w j, p j and (app( 6, w), p) respectively. 
The main part of this theorem will be the proof of the following fact: If E, 
FE Cl(T( n, k+ 1)) and GE Cl(T( n, k)) represent some pairs, then the term 
a;( E, F, G) is also representative cf 9 certain pair. The next part of this proof will 
be a construction of a pair for $‘( E, F, G) by means of word functions which are 
represented by Es F and G. Suppose we have three pairs of functions represented 
respectively by E, F and G. E represents pair (w,, e), F represents pair (wf, f) and 
G represents (wB, g). Functions w,, wf, and wg are elements of the space Adef( n) 
and functions e, f E P( n, k + 1) and g E P( n, k). Let us define a pair (w, p) as follows: 
W( Cl, l l l 3 Cn) = O sUb(Ai( Cl 9 . l l 3 Cn), Wi( Cl 9 l l l 9 cn), A), 
i=l 
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where PI = 8, p2 = g9 p3 = g, p4 =$, p5 = g, p6 = e’, p7 = e’, and ps =f. Further, 
wz(C1Y.9 c,) = app(suWj, w(c~, . . . 9 c,), wf(cl, . . . 9 d), 
w,(C, 9. . .9 c,)), 
WJ(b.-9 G) =app(sub(cj, W,(CI, . . . 9 c,), A), W&I,. . . 9 CA 
W4(C*,..., c,) = appW(cut&j), w,(G, . . . 9 c,), A), W~(CI, . . . ? cd), 
Ws(C,,..., c,) = app(sub(cj, A, WJ(C~, . l . 9 c,)), wg(c,, . . . 9 G)), 
w6(C1,..*, c,) = app(sub(cub(cj), A, WJ(C~, . . . 9 GA), w,(c~, . . l 9 GA 
The Ai’s are defined as follows: 
A,(c I,...9 cn)=~(Cj), 
A2(C*,..., C.)=sq(Cj)@G(& ,..., C,))@z(f(Cl,..., Cd), 
A3(%..., C.)=sq(Cj)Osq(e(C,,...,C”))OSq(f(C,,...,C~)) 
@sS(OCCb(Cj)), 
A4(C,,..., C,)=sq(Cj)O~(e(Ch. l . , %))@Sq(f(C,, . . . , C~))OOCC,(Cj), 
As(C,,..., G)=sdCj)@W(e(C,, . . . , Cd)O&f(C~, . . . , C,)) 
@G(OCCa(Cj)), 
A6(C1,..., Cn)=sq(Cj)Osq(e(C,, . . . , G))Osq(f(c,, l . . , C~))OOCC,(Cj), 
A7(C1,-*=, c,)=~&#M(&w l .,~))@sq(fh.. .) d)@bedcj), 
&(Cl,..., c~)=sq(cj)OSq(e(cl,...,c,))Osq(f(c,,...,c,))Obegb(~). 
The functions Ai for i E [8] describe complete and consistent set of conditions. It 
means that, for every cl,. . . , c,, there is exactly one i such that Ai( Cl, . . . , c,) = (1) 
and, for j # i, Aj(cl, . . . , c,,) = (0). For example, A6( cl, . . . , c,) = (1) means that Cj 
is not empty, word e(c,, . . . , c,) is also not empty, word f ( cl Ip . . . , cn) is empty, and 
Q occurs in cj. Functions pl,. . . , p8 belong to P(n, k) (see Lemma 4.3). Function p 
is obtained from functions in P( n, k) by multiple application of Lemma 4.2; 
therefore, p E P( n, k). It is easy to notice that w E hdef( n) (see Lemma 5.1). 
NOW, let us check that the term Sf(E, F, G) represents the pair (w, p). Let cl, . . . , C, 
be fixed words of C*. We count out the application of the term St(E, F, G) to the 
arguments cl, . . . , c,: - - 
S;( E, F, G)c, . . . c,, - - 
=p,, hut&_, . . . x,.+idc, . . . cn8.dt&_l.. &$) - - 
(A 2. CI . . . &uuxk--l . . . X0) - - - - 
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now we make an cu-conversion which changes Xi to Xi+* for i E [k - I] and variable 
z to x0, and we obtain 
=pq AUVXk l l l X, .Cj(hX~eEC* l l .CnUVXk l l l X*XQ)(AX~=F~. . .&UVXk.. .X*X0) - - - 
(G c, . . * C,UVXk . . . X,) em - 
from the inductive assumption that E, F, G represents pairs (we, e), ( wJ, f), and 
( ws, g) respectively we obtain 
then, according to the conditions described by the Ai functions, we have 
f AU% l . . x1 l wl(cl , . . . 9 duvqg(c,,. . ., c”)J+, iff Al(c19. . . 9 %) = (1), 
AuVxk- l l ~,=WZ(~,,..=,C,)U~~~~(,,,...,C~)J+, iff Ath,-~ c,)=(l), 
AUVXk l l l X, l ‘%(C, , l l l s cd uflxLg(c,, . . . , cn)J+l iff MC, 9 l l l 9 c,) = (1)s 
=pl( hUVXk==.Xl.W4(Cl,...,Cn)Uv~L~(,,,...~c.)J iff A&,-&)=(l), 
AUvxk l l l xl l dcl , l l l 9 c,)=L,(c,, . . . , c,)J+l iff A&l, l l l 9 d = (I), 
huvxk l l l xl l %(cl , l l = 3 c,)k’v+(c,, . . . , c,)J iff A&,...,c~)=(l), 
Auvxk l = = xl l w7(cl , l l l 9 C,)-Le(c,. . . . , c,)J iff A,(~~,...,c”)=(l), 
~~~~~k==-~l*WB(~l,.*=,~~)U~~~f(cl,...,.~)J iff A,(c,,...,c,)=(P) 
after parallel cu-conversion which changes Xi+1 to xi for i E [k], we obtain functions 
Wi, pi and Ai such as defined above 
=PT 
finally, actor 
‘hUVXk_, . . . XWw,(C*, l . 9 9 Cn)UVXLg(c,, . . , , c,)J iff A&l, l l l 3 cn) = (11, 
hUVXk__, . . . XO=wZ(C,, l l l 9 Cn)UVXLg(c,. . . . , c,)J iff Ah, l l l 3 c,) = (11, 
hUVXk_, . . . XO=w,(C,, l l . 3 Cn)UVXLg(.,, . . . , c,)J if-t &(C,, l l n 9 cn) = (11, 
hUVXk.-, . . . Xd’dC,, l l . 9 Cn)UVX[f’(,,, . . . , c,)J ifpf A&, l l l 3 c,) = (1)~ 
hUVXk_, . . . xO*w5tC*, 9 . l 3 Cn)UVXL,(c,, . . . , c,)J iff AS@, , l * l 5 c,) = (I), 
huv!x,--1 l . l %d”&, l l l 9 C,b+?(r,,. . . , c,)J iff A&l, 9 l l 9 Cd = (11, 
hUVXk__, . . . XoJdC,, . . . 9 @n)Uv~~,~(,,,...,c”)J iff MC,, . . -9 Cd = (11, 
hUVXk_, . . . 
L XWwdC*, . l l 9 Cn)UVXLf(q,. . . , c,)J iff As(c,, l l l 9 c,) = (1) 
ing +- the definitions of w and p, we get 
=pr,hUv~k-l . l =$=+,r = l l 9 c,)uvxL,(,,,...,,)J. q 
. Every term T E C1( ) represents some function from the set Adef. 
is theorem is only a special case of Theorem 5.5. Type 
~(n, 1) so that term T represents ome pair (w, p), where w E Adef( n) and p E P( n, 1) 
1) consists p f one function only, na 
e r( n, l), but this is equivalent with 
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eore ) is fznitdy generated. 
roof. L a+ b& m,n nhn.rr +hm* +h.n nnt *rrnArnnn*+~t;~r_*~ nFthn A’ ae+imlrnmicknA rwntA functions uv 3ALt.J w Cllcbb biib Vbi Ul 1 L)li iyv~ii3ub~. WV Ul bllb UlVbll 131lWU w W‘U 
(see Section 4) is a base for FUN( ). Suppose TE FUN . Term T represents 
some w E h def (Theorem 5.6). If function VJ is a composition of functions from the 
base, then w is a combination of terms from the base. It is easy to check by induction 
on the construction of w that T = w. Cl 
Example 5.8. This example is designed to show the algorithm introduced in Theorem 
5.5 which, for a given term of type r( n, k), returns the pair of word functions 
represented by this term. The special case of type ~(n, k) is the when 
k = 1. Let T E B-, B be the term ~cuvx.c(~z.ux)(~z.z)(vx) where c +O) 
and x, z E 0. The problem is to find the function C* + C* represented by this term. 
We can decompose the term using the grammar technique and obtain T = 6:(/3*(a:), 
4, r’(4))* T em cyf is ~cu~x,x,-,.x, which represents pair (c( 1, A), c( 1, (1))). Term. 
ai = hcerv~,x+x, represents pair (c( 1, A), c( 1, (0))). Term cu; = hcuvxO.xO represents 
pair (c( 1, A), c( 1, (0))). Using Theorem 5.5 we can easily find the representation 
for p’( (Y:). This term represents pair (c( 1, a), c( 1, (1))). Term yl( aA) represents pair 
Ml, b), CC, (0))). 
The main part is the construction of a representative for S:(p*(&, ai, y*(c&)) 
by means of representatives of previous terms. We have three pairs wJ = c( 1, A), 
f = c(1, (0)); %? = c( 1, a), e = c( 1, (1)); wg = c(l,6), g = ~(1, (0)) such that (w,, e) 
is represented by jI*(&, (wf,f) is represented by &, and ( we, g ) is represented by 
y’(cuA). According to the construction in Theorem 5.5, the pair (w, p) is defined as 
W(C)= 6 sub(Ai(c), Wi(C), A), 
8 
p(C) = @ [Ai(c)@Pi(c)19 
i=l i=l 
where the functions 
A*(c) =sqo, A,(c) = A,(c) = A4( c) = A,(c) = A,(c) = (0), 
A&)=s~(c)OS~(~~C,(C)) and A,(c)=sq(c)@occ,(c). 
It is sufficient to find pi and wi only for this i which has Ai( C) f (0). Therefore, 
w,(c) = w,(c) = 6, 
w,(c) = appbubk A, w/(c)), w,(c)) = appbubk A, A), 6) = 6, 
We(c) = app(sub(cut&), A, wf( c)), we(c)) = app(sub(cutb( c), A, A), a) = a. 
Functions pi are 
PI(C) = g(c) = A, P5W = R(C) = 60, k(c) = e’(c) = (0) 
so that the function w is as follows; 
sub(sq(c)Oocca(c), a  A))). 
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Roughly speaking, the function w can be described as: 
b iff c=A, 
w(c) = a iff c # A and c includes the letter a, 
b iff c # A and c does not include the letter a. 
ent 
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